“Self-sufficient!” is the cry
of those who’ve carved their gods.
They test, in hope of giant leaps,
the god of calculated odds.

Their god moves in lucky leaps,
or does not move at all;
no daily walk in steps of faith,
no pilgrimage, no guide or call.

Our creator’s wealth and love
are endless, and to share.
The Son is present in our need;
the Holy Spirit’s always there.

“Lord have mercy,” is the cry
of those whose God is Christ.
He teaches us to lose is gain,
the One Sufficient, sacrificed.
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1. “Self-sufficient!” is the cry of those who’ve carved their gods.
2. Their god moves in lucky leaps, or does not move at all;
3. Our creator’s wealth and love are endless and to share.
4. “Lord have mercy,” is the cry of those whose God is Christ.

They test, in hope of giant leaps, the all;
no daily walk in steps of faith, no share.
The Son is present in our need; the
He teaches us to lose is gain, the
god of calculated odds.
pilgrimage, no guide or call.
Holy Spirit’s always there.
One Sufficient, sacrifice.